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Abstract

Uncontrolled vibrations in mechanical structures can be source of many undesirables e�ects, as they can have an
impact on their reliability and durability, and increase the risk of damage onset. In presence of nonconservative
loads, e.g. follower forces [1-3], which can negatively a�ect the stability of the system, developing an e�ective control
strategy for reducing risks of failure is crucial.

Piezoelectric based vibration controllers can be mainly divided into two main strategies, active or passive,
depending on their ability to pump or not energy into the system they are controlling. These strategies have been
object of several studies, and each of them has its advantages and drawbacks. In particular, passive controllers, as
they cannot pump energy into the mechanical system, experience a trade-o� in performances, but are intrinsically
stable.

We will concentrate this study on distributed controllers which are the electrical analog of the mechanical
structure to be controlled (i.e. they are governed by the same PDEs), as those presented in [4-6]. These systems
exploit a network of uniformly distributed piezoelectric transducers for coupling the electrical and mechanical system
in a way which is optimized for maximizing the energy to �ow from the mechanic to the electric form and to dissipate
it by means of an optimized network of resistors. As they are based on a passive strategy, the stability of this kind
of smart structures has never been fully investigated and the behavior in case of nonconservative loads have never
been deeply studied.

By using the Sensitivity Analysis and the Multiple Scale Method, we will show in this study that symmetric
(or similar) passive controllers, which are the best choice for maximizing the energy exchange between mechanical
and electrical parts, have instead a detrimental e�ect on the stability of systems loaded by nonconservative forces.
For this reason, a di�erent choice in the design of the controller will be presented and, in particular new control
strategies will be de�ned, able to improve the stability properties both in linear regime and in postcritical behavior.
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